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is connected to serve as the control signal input for the
3,034,628
fluid amplifier.
PNEUMATIC KEYBOARD
Walter G. Wadey, Wynnewood, Pa., assignor to Sperry
A fluid source such as compressor 15 supplies fluid to
Rand
Corporation,
New
York,
N.Y.,
a
corporation
of
the
chamber 3 through passageway 7, and supplies fluid
Delaware
5 to the power stream input of the fluid amplifier 5 through
Fied Oct. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 66,062
passageway 19. The fluid pressure in passageways 17
10 Clains. (Ch. 197-5)
and 9 is suitably regulated by pressure regulators 2i.
and
23 respectively.
The present invention relates to manual input devices
The
keyboard of FIGURE 1 operates as fol
for data processing systems. More particularly, the pres O lows. pneumatic
The working fluid, preferably air, is constantly
ent invention relates to pneumatically operated keyboard applied
through passageway 17 to chamber 3. The fluid
devices for manually inserting data into fluid operated is applied
a substantially constant pressure under the
data processing systems. The invention provides a key control ofatpressure
21. When no keying is
board input device which requires no intermediate trans taking place, the fluidregulator
in
the
chamber
through pas
ducer for converting the mechanical energy of the human 5 sageway 9 and passes out of the systemflows
into the surround
operator
into
fluid
signals
suitable
for
use
in
the
data
proc
ing atmosphere through orifice 1A in the key.
essing system.
When the operator presses a finger against the key,
The advent of the fluid amplifier has led to the develop orifice
is blocked. This, of course, blocks or materially
ment of data processing and control systems wherein the reduces18fluid
flow through passageway 9 and causes an
processing and control functions are carried out by ele 20 increase
fluid pressure within the passageway. The
ments which operate entirely on fluid principles. That is, increase inin the
fluid
pressure is reflected back through the
these systems contain no moving parts other than the chamber and is applied
working fluid which flows through the system. These signal input passagewayto13.the fluid amplifier over control
systems are defined as pure fluid systems to distinguish
amplifier 5 is a bistable device which may operate
them from fluid-actuated systems wherein the working 25 onFluid
the “boundary layer' principle as described in the
fluid operates moving or mechanical parts.
1960 issue of Science and Mechanics. In the nor
Keyboard input devices of the prior art have been of June,
mal
state,
jet stream issuing from tube 9 is locked
the fluid-actuated type. In these devices, the fluid signals against thethe
left wall of the amplifier chamber and flows
received from a keyboard actuate pistons or other me out the left conduit
The conduit 25 may be returned
chanical elements, to perform the work functions. Be 30 to the low pressure 25.
side
of
the fluid system or, if desired,
cause of the mass of mechanical elements, these devices
the conduit 25 may be connected to the control system to
are limited in their speed of operation. Also, because of give
a positive signal indication that the key has not been
the mechanical elements, these devices are subject to wear
thus decreasing reliability and increasing maintenance operated.
costs.
35 An increase in pressure in the control signal input tube
13, resulting from the orifice a1 being closed, causes dis
Therefore, an object of the present invention is to provide sipation
low pressure region and boundary layer
a pure fluid system for inserting information into a fluid along theofleftthewall
of the amplifier. As a result, the jet
data processing device.
stream issuing from tube 9 switches to the right output
Alternatively, an object of the present invention is to conduit
27 and locks on to the right wall of the amplifier.
provide a keyboard device for inserting data signals into 40 The signal
from conduit 27 may be used to per
a fluid data processing device, said keyboard having no form some issuing
work function such as entering into a storage
moving parts.
register a data character corresponding to the actuated
A further object of the present invention is to provide a key.
Alternatively, the signal on conduit 27 may control
pneumatic keyboard input device for a fluid system, said the printing
or punching of a record medium with a
keyboard input device producing, without the aid of an 45 symbol
corresponding to the actuated key.
intermediate transducer, signals of the type used in said
The amplifier is provided with a second control signal
fluid system.
29 for resetting the amplifier to its normal state
Further objects of the present invention and its mode input
after the work function has been performed. It will be
of operation will become apparent upon consideration of obvious
to those skilled in the art that if a plurality of
the following description and drawings in which:
50 keys and amplifiers are provided, the reset signal may
FIGURE 1 is a view, partly in section, of a keyboard be
applied (by mechanism not shown) to reset all ampli
according to the present invention;
fiers simultaneously. Thus, the present keyboard mecha
FIGURE 2 is a modification of FIGURE 1 wherein the
mism is admirably suited for parallel entry of information
keys are depressable; and,
a storage register. Also the keyboard mechanism
FIGURE 3 illustrates one manner in which foreign 55 into
itself
the capacity to store information signals, these
particles may be prevented from entering the fluid system. signalshas
stored from the time a key is depressed until
FIGURE 1 is a sectional view showing a single key of the resetbeing
signal is applied to the amplifier.
the type normally found on typewriter, keypunch and
1, the key 7 may be stationary and formed
adding machine keyboards. For the sake of clarity, a as Inan FIGURE
integral
part
the keyboard.
single key and its associated mechanism are shown, but 60 FIGURE 2 showsof an
whereby the key 7
it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that a plurality may be depressed in orderarrangement
to
give
the
operator
the familiar
of key mechanisms may be provided on a single keyboard,
the number of keys and their arrangement being deter feel of a mechanical keyboard. The keyboard frame is

Imined by style and design considerations.
In a prefrered embodiment, the keyboard contains a
fluid chamber 3 and a fluid amplifier 5 for each of the
keys 7. A tube or fluid passageway 9 extends through
the keyboard and keystem and terminates at one end as
an opening in the chamber 3. The other end of passage
way 9 terminates at an orifice 11 in the surface of the key.
A second passageway 13 connects with the chamber 3 and

provided with a plurality of holes, each hole being large

65 enough for the keystem 8 to slide freely without wobbling.
The keystem slides up and down within the frame of the

keyboard. A compression spring 3 normally holds the
key in the upward position. When the operator places a
finger on the key, the force exerted on the key depresses
70 the spring. Upon removal of the finger, the spring re
turns the key to its normal position.
A fluid passageway extends through the key and ter
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3.
minates at orifice 11 in the upper surface of the key. The
bottom of the keystem is formed with a pipe-like projec
tion 33 surrounding the lower portion of the passageway.
A flexible hollow tube 9 is affixed to the projection, the
other end of the flexible tube being connected to a cham
ber 3. In the arrangement of FIGURE 2, the chamber
3 and fluid amplifier 5 comprise separate bodies and are
not formed within the body of the keyboard as in the
embodiment of FIGURE 1.
The orifices 11 may tend to become clogged with foreign
matter if not protected. As shown in FIGURE 3, foreign
matter may be prevented from entering the orifices by
providing each key with a cover or flap 35 connected to
the key by means of a hinge 37. A compression spring
39 is attached at its lower end to the bottom of a hole 4.
bored in the upper surface of the key. In its normal posi
tion, the flap rests against the compression spring thus
leaving an opening between the flap and the face of the
key through which the fluid may pass.
When the operator applies pressure to the flap, the
spring is compressed into the hole 41. This permits the
flap to lie flat against the face of the key thus sealing the
orifice 1 and producing a back-pressure in the manner
described above.
As discussed in the aforementioned publication, fluid
amplifiers may comprise grooves or channels stamped or
formed in a flat plate of plastic, metal or other material.
The stamped plate is then placed between solid plates to
form a laminated structure having channels therein. This
method of construction is admirably suited for fabrication
of a keyboard as shown in FIGURE 1 wherein the fluid
amplifier 5, chamber 3 and the tubes. 9, 17 and 13 com
prise fluid channels and chambers within a substantially
solid keyboard 1.

Variations in the form and detail of the devices illustrat

ed may be made by those skilled in the art without de
parting from the spirit of the invention.
For example, the bistable fluid amplifier 5 may be re
placed with a push-pull fluid amplifier of the type de
scribed in the aforementioned publication. In this case,
the signal applied to control signal input 29 will be a con
tinuous signal which balances the signal on control signal
input 13 when the orifice ... is open. With this arrange
ment, no reset signal is required and the amplifier has
no storage or memory ability.

It is intended therefore to be limited only by the scope

of the appended claims.
claim:

1. A keyboard mechanism comprising: a fluid amplifier
having a control signal input; a fluid chamber connected
to said control signal input; a key having an opening in
the face thereof; fluid conducting means connected to said

fluid chamber and terminating at the opening in said key;

and means for applying fluid under pressure to said fluid

chamber.

4.

2. A keyboard mechanism as claimed in claim 1 where
in said fluid conducting means comprises a passageway
extending through said key and a flexible hollow tube
connected to said passageway and said chamber.
3. A keyboard mechanism as claimed in claim 1 where
in said fluid amplifier is a bistable fluid amplifier having
a further control signal input to which reset signals may
be applied.
4. A keyboard mechanism comprising: key means hav
0 ing exhaust means therein; a pressure regulated source of
fluid; fluid amplifier means; and means connected to said
source of fluid for exhausting fluid through said exhaust
means when said exhaust means is open, and for apply
ing fluid signals to said amplifier means when said ex
15 haust means is blocked.
5. In a keyboard of the type wherein each key has a
port for exhausting fluid, the improvement comprising: a
fluid amplifier; a source of fluid; and means for convey
ing said fluid to said port, said means applying fluid sig
20 nals to said amplifier when said port is blocked.
6. The device as claimed in claim 5, and further com
prising a protective flap for blocking said port.
7. In combination: a keyboard having a plurality of
ports in the surface thereof; a plurality of fluid amplifiers;
25 a source of fluid; means for exhausting said fluid through
said ports; and means connected to said amplifiers and
said ports for applying fluid pressure signals to said am
plifiers when said ports are blocked.

i.

8. A keyboard device comprising a unitary body having
plifiers therein, each of said passageways terminating at
one end at a port in the surface of said body and terminat
ing at the other end at a port in one of said chambers,
said chambers being connected to said fluid amplifiers to
35 apply control signals thereto; and a second plurality of
fluid passageways for applying fluid to said chambers.
9. In a pneumatic keyboard of the type wherein each
key has a port in the surface thereof, the improvement
40 comprising a protective device for preventing foreign mat
ter from entering said port, said protective device compris
ing a flap disposed adjacent the surface containing said
port, and hinge means attached to said flap and said key,
the surface of said flap adjacent to said port being con
45 toured to close said port when said flap is depressed.
10. A mechanism comprising: exhaust means, fluid
amplifier means; a source of fluid; and fluid conducting
means connecting said source of fluid to said exhaust
means and said amplifier means.

30

a plurality of chambers, fluid passageways and fluid am
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